
Date Time Stamp Topic

4-28-14-1 5:57 Magnesium and Diabetes
Type I Diabetic
Listened to an interview you did on magnesium.
Started to take magnesium for uncontrollable muscle
twitches.
I have taken it ever since, and I have noticed that the
complications from diabetes have gone away. 

nothing since.
Started taking magnesium at that time.
Have not had to have a laser treatment since that time.
I believe magnesium protects diabetics against the
complications.

glaze over.
Believe the information about magnesium is crucial for
those with diabetes.
I've written many articles about diabetes and magnesium.
People can Google my name and the word, “diabetes.”
What I've written will come up.
You can do this kind of research for any problem you wish
to investigate.
I have been researching natural medicine for 40 years, 
the past 10 years researching magnesium and minerals,

all the information I've learned over the years is
crammed into these formulas.
We are hearing more and more from people that they are
working.

9:38 Update on her health journey.
She's in a group of people who are helping and healing
others.
She's been doing that for many years, and what she
realized is that being in such a community isn't working for
her.
This was a choice for self-care for her.
The trust of this group is an amazing example.
Dr. Carolyn is a stupendous role model.

17:17 New website for the reset.

If you have magnesium powder, sip it throughout the day.
Laxative effect is caused by too much at once.
Waiting for labels. Soft launch next week.

Had laser treatment for diabetic retinopathy in one eye and

It's also helped my retinopathy. Her eyes have improved.
I have told the opthalmologists about this. Their eyes

and the past few years, RnA Drops and ReAlign, 

http://rnareset.com
“RnA Reset is launching very soon.”
What you in the meantime is do more epsom salt baths.

http://rnareset.com/


21:00

Using it more on my face, and I'm putting it on the back of
my ear lobes.
The strength of it is amazing. I can feel the strength of the
energy.
With each successive generation, what we will be shipping
next week is generation 106, it gets stronger.

grown on the blood moon.

mixed together.

They are in my refrigerator and added water to some of them.
Was putting the liquid in the wheat grass we grow.
This keeps the fermentation process going itself. This is

Car accident in past and then fell in ice storm.
Fell flat on my tail bone. Thought I had cracked it.
I was flat on my back in a lot of pain.
A month later I'm back to climbing the mountain.
Quickly healed and right back to outdoor exercise.
I'm back to where I was. You'd never know that I fell.
It's amazing to feel credible all the time, even with the
detours into contrast.

32:14 Website is going to be clean and simple.
Get a business card, tell your story, send people to the new
site.
It's that obvious, effective, efficient. It's clear now that these

People are looking for a reason to use the products more 
and share them.
You can give out my magnesium book, if you want to pass
the information on, if it's your joy.

34:44 Cavity in center tooth.

amazingly strong.
Can eat anything without sensitivity.

I resumed bike riding and went for a 2 hour bike ride into
the wind, came back, rebounded for 45 minutes.

ReNew
Talked to iON because I never used it, was kinda thick.
He told me to put the ReNew on the back of my ear lobes.
Put magnesium into the ReNew bottle and shook it up.
I now have so much ReNew; brought it back to life.

iON says the 107th generation is going to be  breakthrough was

We are a month out, the 107th and 108th generation will be

Now the concentration is 25 times that of RnA Drops.
Every bottle of RnA Drops I have ever bought I've saved. 

keeping the RnA Drops alive in your own way.

Healing is a given with the RnA Drops.

Completements help everyone.

Started putting ReNew on my gums, my teeth are

Started to use ReNew to extend my RnA Drops.
Putting ReNew behind my ear lobes.
You can put ReNew directly on an injury.



Felt marvelous the next day.
Did 3 Drops every hour, I realized amazing results, at work 
(not always a good situation for me). Increased emotionally,
mentally, spiritually.

39:55

The ear lob application is interesting. A lot of the cranial
nerves pass down through the head and neck in that area.
Perhaps it is to access all those nerves.

41:42 I concur with your statement, Melody-Rose. When I started
the Drops I had lots of pain and no hope. Now, I have lots
of hope and no pain. Lots of loving support. 

42:03 Your appreciation is infectious and words moving.
I agree that everyone's support is healing and amazing in
itself.

42:43
On Drops for 42 days. It hasn't been exciting but calmer.

Not what I hadn't been used to waking up to.
Today is a good energy day.

Stomach/intestinal stuff was disabling me.

Feeling better and better.
Think my body is resetting.
In the morning my temp is or 94 or 95. Then it 
goes to 97 or 98 around noon.

96.7. It's dropped but it's steady.
You are coming to a median point, and once that gets
stable, it will probably come up to 98.

48:00
Two sulfur base amino acids that give you the sulfur you
need.
Sulfur's very important for metabolic reactions.
Comes to you in an amino acid form.
Body will break the down when it needs sulfur.
Rather than taking sulfur products like MSM.

49:32
I'm learning to listen to my body.

You don't want to feel worse.

working on the physical.

Making ReNew extra concentrated. 
Can't remember if that was iON's suggestion or not.

Got the ReAline. Things utterly changed overnight.

Once I took ReAline, it was just very, very profound.

Improvements on RnA Drops but things were stirred up.
More comfort in my body with ReAline.

Intensified when I was on RnA Drops.

Since I took the ReAline my temperature doesn't go past

What is going on with ReAline?

Methionine amino acid is a precursor to glutathione which
is your body's most powerful antioxidant and detoxifier.
My detox if far gentler with the ReAline

You came to RnA Drops from a lot of physical disability.

RnA Drops can stir things up in the beginning, if you are

ReAline could be very important in the beginning.



Sometimes detoxing isn't fun.
Very tuned into this detox business and don't want to make
it worse.
Many of my clients already feel bad. They don't want to feel
Even 10% worse.

We're developing a network of support people.
55:32

related to vertigo. He said it would help with that
condition.
Cirrhosis of the liver. Was given 90 days but survived 10 years.
Gave him 4 drops the other day and said, “Let's see what
Happens.”
He asked me if it was FDA approved, I said, “Hell, no. If
it was FDA approved, they wouldn't let us have it to take.”

That's why ReAline was developed – to take out the trash.

iON was talking about putting ReNew on ear lobes was
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